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Just Sayin’ ... Alex Hentschel

How To Achieve Your New Year’s Resolutions

I

t’s New Year’s Season — a time of new beginnings, hopes and
the dreaded resolutions list. There are a few types of resolution-makers. There’s “The Super Generalizer,” whose resolutions include vague statements that sound achievable, but aren’t
without a specific plan, like “Be More Positive” and “Enjoy Life.”
Conversely, there’s “The Weirdly Specific,” which include things like “Wake Up
At 6:30 on Weekdays, 7:13 on Weekends,
All Naps Must Be Less Than 25 Minutes”
and “Make Paella Once A Month.” Regardless of which category you fall into, unless
you’re extremely disciplined, you’re going
to have a lot of trouble keeping your resolutions. I’ve compiled a list of the most
common resolutions, along with a more
achievable alternative.

Your resolution: work out more.
Alternatives: Duct tape yourself to a running treadmill
while you’re sleeping — the back and forth movement of your
prone body will burn a few calories, probably, and the skid marks
on your face will be worth it; take the slightly longer route around
the lake to whatever class you’re walking to and feel overly proud
of yourself; register for PACL again so you are literally forced to
work out more.
Your resolution: Drink more water.
Alternative: If the taste of water disgusts you, drink La
Croix. Tasty needlessly expensive French hipster soda! Probably
better than drinking Dr Pepper ... probably.
Your resolution: Get good grades/a 4.0.
Alternative: Drop out of school. You’ll be getting better
grades because you won’t be getting any grades at all. Woohoo!
(Just kidding. Please don’t expel me.)
Your resolution: Save money.
Alternative: Spend just as much, but take on a second job,
get extremely burned out, have a mental breakdown on top of your
massive pile of cash.

Your resolution: Eat healthier.
Alternatives: When you go to McDonalds in the middle
of the night in a thick fog of self-loathing, order a dollar-menu
cheeseburger instead of a Big Mac; only eat ramen for two out of
three of your meals; go on a hunger strike against a cause of your
choosing.
Your resolution: Find love.
Alternative: Fall in love with Jesus! He’ll never leave you
nor forsake you nor leave you crying in the Taco Bell parking lot
at 3 a.m.
Your resolution: Find a more fulfilling job.
Alternative: Come work for Cedars! You get to talk to so
many cool people. You get paid to write cool stuff. Please. We need
you. We’re desperate. Please.
Your resolution: Take a trip.
Alternative: Trips are expensive. Go to a Starbucks that
you’ve never been to before.
Your resolution: Pay off some debt.
Alternative: You’re a college student. This resolution is a
joke. Wait 5 years, then try this resolution again.
Your resolution: Make more friends.
Alternative: You don’t need other people. Alone time is the
best time. When you really need other people, head to a coffee
shop. That way you can still be alone but be near other people.
Your resolution: Read your Bible.
Alternative: There’s no alternative to reading your Bible.
Sorry.
All in all, New Year’s resolutions are a good way to be disappointed in yourself. Try these more attainable goals and feel so
much more fulfilled! Or, better yet, don’t make resolutions at all
— you can goal-set any time of the year, and this tired tradition is
just a way to feel disappointed.
Alexandria Hentschel is a sophomore International Studies and
Spanish double major and the Off-Campus news editor for Cedars. She enjoys old books, strong coffee, and honest debate.
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Christmas Highlights 2017

What do you hope
for your 2018?
Clara Costello

Junior class Women’s Ministry Leader
AJ Sherrill once
said that “spiritual
formation is a
lifelong pursuit.
Although there
are moments
of profound,
instantaneous
breakthrough, most
spiritual formation
is incremental, resulting from long
commitment to practice.”
Recently, I have been learning what it
means to practice the way of Jesus,
namely, being with Jesus, becoming like
Jesus, and doing what He did. In 2018, I
hope to grow in each of these ways.
First, I’m praying that my practice of
the spiritual disciplines would be more
deeply and richly impactful.
May my meditations on the scriptures
be sweeter, my prayers more closely
aligned with the heart of God, my
heart more broken over sin, and my
joy abounding in the glories of Christ.
The more I time I spend with Jesus, the
more I can become like Him. Abiding in
the vine equips me to walk in a way that
is worthy of the gospel.
Finally, doing what He did: I pray that
as the character and love of Christ
overflows into my life, the activities I
pursue would ascribe glory to His name.
The in-workings of grace should be
made manifest in the out-workings of
thankfulness, joy, and service of others.
I pray that I think of myself less and
consider others more important than
myself, bear sufferings with an eternal
perspective, and proclaim more fully
that to live is Christ, and to die is
gain. May I more readily die to myself,
willingly take up my cross, and faithfully
follow after Him daily.

See some of the highlights of the
Christmas festivities that took place on
campus.
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Inspiring Professor to Retire After 50 Years
by Zach Krauss

A

fter decades of teaching at Cedarville University and investing in
the local community, Dr. James
Phipps, senior professor of communication,
will retire at the end of this semester.
Phipps arrived in 1964 when the university barely had five buildings to its name.
Immediately after finishing his degree in
speech and English, he was asked by the
head of the department to teach the general
education speech class, which is now known
as Fundamentals of Speech.
He continued teaching students at Cedarville while pursuing his M.A. in broadcasting and Ph.D. in communication from
Ohio State University.
Phipps said his original plan had nothing to do with Ohio. He planned to go to
Stanford to study law, which was much closer to his home in California and offered him
a free ride. His second college option was
Cedarville, which he’d heard about through
some family friends. If he chose Cedarville,
he’d have to sell his car in order to afford it.
Phipps chose Stanford, and the day after, he totaled his car after a collision with
a tree. After the accident, a police officer
spoke with Phipps saying, “Young man, you
gotta have a reason for living, because you
shouldn’t be.”
Phipps said those words stayed with
him. Looking back, he said he didn’t see how
the Lord was leading, but now he knows He
definitely was.
“I think the whole thing of coming
here was God’s leading,” Phipps said. “Even
though there have been ups and downs,
there’s never a day I don’t want to come
here to work or that I regret deciding to
come here.”
Phipps was the chair of the communication department at Cedarville for 33
years, from 1970 (just two years after he
graduated from the university) until 2003.
As a sophomore, he began broadcasting Cedarville’s Yellow Jacket sports games and
continued to do so for more than 20 years.
Phipps said that being at Cedarville for
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Photo courtesy of Scott Huck
Dr. James Phipps, senior professor of communication will retire after teaching for 50 years.
so long has been incredible because he has
been able to see how much the campus and
community have changed.
“When I came to Cedarville, there were
just two of us in my department, and the
campus stretched out to just a few buildings,” Phipps said. “I remember when we
were positive that there was no possible way
we’d reach more than 2,500 students.”
Once the number of students continued
to break expectations for all of the faculty,
Phipps decided that the Lord clearly had
bigger plans for Cedarville than anyone
anticipated. As he’s seen the campus grow,
he’s been impressed by the dedication and
sincerity in the hearts of the students.
One of Phipps’ favorite things about

Cedarville is the focus on global missions.
“Especially in recent years,” he said,
“I think that Cedarville has truly begun to
understand what it means to be on mission
in every field. Just seeing how much impact
our students have in every field all over the
world is incredible.”
Phipps has also been increasingly involved in the community of Cedarville and
the surrounding area since his coming to
CU. He was on the Cedarville village council
from 1982 until 1996, when he was elected
mayor of Cedarville and served until 2012.
He has been the president of the Cedarville
Opera House Society since 2011. The society supports the opera house that Cedarville
students can use for events such as show-

cases done by Ayo, the student dance organization, and concerts by the Inversions, the
a cappella group on campus.
Rebecca and Dr. Wes Baker, both
former professors at Cedarville, have witnessed Phipps’ kindness throughout their
years serving alongside him.
“He really is there for you,” Rebecca
Baker said. “He is someone whose kindness
is more than words – it’s active.”
Dr. Baker said Phipps was a key player in
his and his wife’s teaching careers in theatre
and broadcasting. The Bakers said Phipps has
been strongly involved in the community and
the University, and he will always be a treasured part of their lives.
Phipps’ son, Tim Phipps, chose to follow his father in working at Cedarville. He
serves as the technical director and production manager for the university’s theatre department. Tim originally never wanted to go
into education, but he said that a large part
of his decision to begin to teach classes at
Cedarville had to do with his father’s dedication to students.
“When I was younger, we always had students from Cedarville at our house,” he said.
“People who didn’t have places to go over
breaks and just students that my dad wanted
to pour into were common guests at home.”
Tim said that one of the most inspiring
things about his father was his dedication
to the students throughout all of his years
at Cedarville. The fact that his father never
grew weary of helping students no matter
their needs inspired Tim as he considered
teaching at Cedarville.
“Even when [he] was busy with schoolwork or other things, I always remember seeing him at sports events and other activities,
even if he had to bring his work with him,” he
said. “Even when he had other things going
on, he’d never hesitate to do what he needed
to make his students’ lives better.”
During his time at Cedarville, Phipps has
taught almost all of the communication department’s classes in some form or another,
and he said his favorite classes are the ones
in which he is able to pour into students and
learn more about them.
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Photo courtesy of Scott Huck
Dr. James Phipps is a skilled communicator and will often make witty jokes in class and on stage when speaking at chapel. His humor and easy-going nature endears him to his students.
“I love being able to hear about what people want to
do with [communications], and I love seeing how that plays
out in their lives,” he said.
Phipps has clearly left a strong impact on the students
he’s instructed during his time at Cedarville.
Kathryn Dougherty, a senior professional writing and information design major at Cedarville, said Phipps gives abundantly to every student he comes in contact with. Dougherty
said she will always be grateful for the pieces of practical wisdom that he gave to her during her time in class with him.
“Dr. Phipps is one of the most clever professors at Cedarville,” she said. “[He] is one who impacted me the most my
freshman year when I took Communication Ethics with him.”
Clara Costello, a junior strategic communication major, called Phipps one of the most down-to-earth and understanding professors she’s ever met.
“I can’t imagine my time in the communication department without the wisdom, wit, and grace of Dr. Phipps,”
Costello said.
Zach Krauss is a junior pharmacy/music double major
from central Texas and campus reporter for Cedars. He
loves music, theatre, biology, community, and meeting
new people-
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Leake Awarded for Sharing Spanish Passion
by Rebekah Erway

L

ast November, Rachel Leake, senior
Spanish education major, was named
Spanish Ambassador of the year 2017
by the SIS: Study in Spain program put on
by the Embassy of Spain Trade Commission
in Miami.
The nationwide ambassador program
is a way for students to help other students
on their campuses learn about Spanish culture. Leake first heard about the advocacy
program from the director of the Institute
of Spanish Studies in Valencia where she
studied during her sophomore year. He suggested she apply to be Cedarville’s student
ambassador for last school year, so she did.
“I mean, I love Spain and I’m already
telling people about it and advocating for it,
so why not?” she said.
The program enables students to advocate for internship and study abroad opportunities. Leake said it also allows ambassadors to “broaden people’s viewpoints of
different cultures in the world.”
Students interested in becoming an
ambassador have to apply online at the
SIS website, and only one ambassador is
allowed per campus. The Spanish embassy
in Miami looks for new students each year,
so Leake recommended that interested students go to the SIS website for more information. She said that the program can be
as time consuming or laid back as a person
makes it.
“It’s just a really fun opportunity,”
Leake said.
From December to August, the program gave the ambassadors a monthly
focus, ranging from places to vacation in
Spain to Spanish traditions related to a
monthly holiday. The ambassador’s job was
to promote that focus to the people on campus and to help them see what is available in
and unique about Spain.
Leake created a Facebook page and Instagram to help promote the various issues.
She said that, as event coordinator of Spanish club, she was already doing a lot of that
promotion, so she simply “amped it up” as
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Photo provided Rachel Leake
Rachel Leake stands in front of Cathedral-Basilica of Our Lady of the Pillar in Zaragoza, Spain.
an ambassador.
On her pages, Leake shared pictures
and videos from her experiences in Spain
and gave small excerpts of what the pictures
were about. Sometimes she shared unique
vocabulary words that gave a glimpse into
Spanish culture and vocabulary beyond
what someone may have learned in Spanish
class. Leake also made a spreadsheet of all
different majors at Cedarville and what location in Spain is most conducive to studying abroad for those majors.
“I feel like most people think ‘Oh, I
can’t study abroad with my major; that
won’t fit,’” Leake said, “and I’m like, ‘no,
studying abroad is great and it needs to be
accessible.”
Each month, SIS chose a winner who
did the best job of addressing the chosen issue. Leake won three out of the nine
months, which, she said, probably helped
them make the decision to choose her as
ambassador of the year.
Leake received the award at the American Council on the Teaching of Foreign
Languages (ACTFL) Annual Convention

and World Language Expo in Nashville at
the Spanish embassy luncheon. Many of the
attendees of the convention were Spanish
teachers from around the country, people
from the Spanish embassy, and the president of ACTFL. Leake said she was excited
to get to meet some of them.
“It really got me a lot of connections
with really important people in the language
world,” she said. “So that was kind of crazy”
In addition to her trip to the convention, Leake received a one-week trip to
Spain, which she will take over the summer.
Ambassador of the Year or not, Leake
said she enjoyed her time as ambassador
because it helped her learn to better communicate to people who have never experienced a different culture the need to be tolerant and understanding.
“Especially in a cultural setting, you
need to be prepared to understand the differences instead of being critical against
them,” Leake said.
Leake said that the importance of tolerance was one of the biggest lessons she
learned during her time in Spain. She stud-

ied abroad to gain fluency and came back
with a better knowledge of other cultures
and a greater love for Spain and its culture.
“That definitely grew my passion for
Spain: Living there for a year and having so
many deeper connections with the culture
and the people,” Leake said.
Leake said that she doesn’t expect to
stop advocating for Spain any time soon. As
a future Spanish teacher, she said she’ll have
plenty of opportunities to “name-drop” for
Spain. Even in her current role as pre-student teaching gives her opportunities to advocate for Spain and its culture.
“Since that’s where my experience is,
it’ll always come through in what I’m talking
about,” Leake said.
Natalie Hoppes, a senior linguistics and
Spanish major, said she appreciates Leake’s
experience in and discussion of Spain and its
culture. The two met through Spanish club
last year, but they’ve continued to meet to
practice Spanish and discuss Hoppes’ upcoming opportunity to study in Spain.
“It really helps, having her as a kind
of bridge or a broker between me, here,
knowing nothing about Spain, and her having that experience in Spain,” Hoppes said.
“She can really help me to transition by providing all of that information.”
Hoppes said Leake encourages others
to step out and not be afraid of new activities. She also recommends talking to Leake
about studying abroad in Spain.
“She can help get you set up with connections,” Hoppes said.
Leake encourages others to get experience internationally, whether that is
through studying abroad or mission trips.
She said that long-term trips are more helpful in enabling a person to see the reality of
a culture, but any trip is important.
“It really opens your eyes to the world,”
Leake said, “not just an isolated area that
you’ve lived in all your life.”
Rebekah Erway is a senior Christian education major and Campus News editor for
Cedars. She enjoys odd numbers, Oxford
commas, and speaking in a British accent.
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Students Tour War Sites In Europe
by Zach Krauss

I

n December, a group of students along with professors
from the Department of History and Government at
Cedarville University traveled to Europe as part of a
class called Total War.
During the fall of 2017, students met each Monday
evening for the class, which encompassed World War I and
World War II. The class is a topics elective taught by Dr.
Thomas Mach and Dr. Mark Smith. The class was discussion-based and the students were encouraged to learn together through group presentations.
At the end of the class, students took a trip around Europe to sightsee many of the places where war events took
place. Some students opted to just take the Total War trip,
which counted as a one-credit topics course in history.
The class was not simply for history and government
students. It consisted of students from many academic majors and years. About 40 people attended the trip, and a little more than 30 of the attendees were students.
The title Total War was inspired by the fact that the
world wars were the first wars to truly affect every aspect of
society. It affected media and the way people lived at home,
and it affected jobs and production. Smith, chair of history and government, said he thinks the class was extremely
important for students if only so they’ll understand the true
cost and effect of war.
Smith said his favorite part about the trip was getting
to know the students. The trip lasted about nine days, including two days for travel, and there were a few days off for
the students on the trip to do whatever they wanted.
“We understand that many of the students in our class
will go on to be future leaders,” Smith said. “They need to
understand how important war is and how much it can affect the world.”
The world wars completely shifted the way our modern
world looks today, and Smith said he wanted his students
to understand that as they go into the world. He said that
when he was younger, it was more common for people to
understand those wars because of proximity in the timeline.
There were many more veterans who were still alive, while
today, the numbers of those who can tell their stories firsthand are dwindling. Because of this, Smith said he believes
people are often uninformed about not only what happened
in the wars, but what they truly meant for the rest of human
history.
Jim Leightenheimer, associate professor of broadcasting at Cedarville, also took the trip. He said one of his personal highlights was being able to see his two sons who are
living in Europe.
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Photo provided by Christina Capo
Wall art found in the shore town of Arromanches, France, which served as a fake harbor for the D-Day landings
Leightenheimer said that it was a great experience to be
able to attach locations and images to the history many of
those on the trip had never seen in person.
“It is one thing to read about the events of June 6, 1944
on Omaha Beach,” Leightenheimer said, “and quite another
to see the immense scope of the challenges that the terrain
presented to the soldiers trying to establish a foothold in
France.”
Stanley Schwartz, a senior economics and history major, said the class was a great tool in being able to understand what he was seeing in each city. Schwartz said the
readings and topics fostered an understanding of war in its
historical, cultural, and technological elements that was key
for examining the people, buildings, and weapons that were
important in the influential struggles of the last century. In
addition to the knowledge gained from the class, Schwartz
said the learning continued as the trip did.
“Whether weaving through German bunkers in Pointe
du Hoc or pausing before American graves in the Ardennes,
we always experienced powerful moments of emotion and
learning as we traveled and tread across the ancient soil of
Northern Europe,” Schwartz said.

Students who attended said the trip was a great balance
of free time and educational experiences. Christina Capo, a
junior pharmacy major, said part of her initial interest in
the class and trip came from the fact that both of her grandfathers fought in wars that greatly impacted history.
“It was so much fun being able to spend free time seeing the beauty and art of the cities and shopping for souvenirs,” Capo said, “but seeing the actual places that the soldiers fought, died, and were buried was amazing.”
Josie Grooms, junior linguistics major, said seeing the
beautiful cathedrals and marvelous landmarks she’d only
seen on Google and on television before was incredible.
“We got to have time of intense awe, like on Omaha
Beach where American soldiers sacrificed their lives, and a
time of revere at American cemeteries at France and Belgium,” Grooms said. “It was unforgettable to see history
come alive.”
Zach Krauss is a junior pharmacy/music double major
from central Texas and campus reporter for Cedars. He
loves music, theatre, biology, community, and meeting
new people.
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Invisible Servants
The Ops Team serves Cedarville behind the scenes
by Zach Krauss

C

edarville University’s Student Life
Programs owes their many successful events to the behind-the-scenes,
student-led group of workers known as the
Ops Team.
Ops stands for operations, and heading up operations is exactly what this team
does. The team is made up of eight student
workers, two of whom act as executive officers. These executive officers help their
leader, Brian Burns, director of Campus
Experience, sort work orders and make sure
the whole team knows what they need to be
doing during a given week.
The Ops team serves as a behind-thescenes crew of efficient setup and tear down
workers who also specialize at audio, video,
and technology tasks. Members of the team
also often stay during events in order to
make sure someone is there who can help in
case something goes wrong.
Ops oversees many of the events on
campus that SLP sponsors, as well as events
that Event Services sets up. Groups like
Career Services are also able to ask for the
team’s help.
Ops works along with Student Center
Activities Board to make events happen.
SCAB works with the planning of actual
events, helping to figure out what will be
needed at an event and how to make the
event fulfill its purpose. Ops comes in after plans have been made in order to grab
supplies and necessary setup to put things
together and decorate.
The whole team meets for a few hours
each week to plan what needs to be done.
Once a plan has been made for a week, the
team begins to start setting things up in advance so they only need to make finishing
touches on the night of the event.
As a part of Campus Experience, the
Ops Team is responsible for events like Getting Started week in August, which ushers
in new students for each new school year,
and CULead in January, which is a cam-
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Photo by Macey Wymer
The Ops Team is responsible for setting up many of the major events on campus, including the decorations for Campus Christmas, which
transforms the SSC into a winter wonderland.
pus-wide event required for students who
plan on being involved in leadership or student government. Ops is also in charge of
the setup for each of the four Alt Nights that
students are able to enjoy twice a semester
which typically include a movie, food and
beverages, and student activities.
Ops is pivotal in the setup and tear down
of Campus Christmas, a yearly event in which
the beginning is marked by the decoration of
the entire Stevens Student Center. This year’s
decorations for Campus Christmas included
more than 3,000 pingpong balls that hung
from the ceiling of the upper Stevens Student
Center to simulate snow, as well as dozens of
trees and full-size presents. The Ops Team
headed up that setup, as well as the setup of
the stage in the dining hall to be used later in
the month for Christmas karaoke.

The team comes back along with much
of the rest of Student Life before Getting
Started weekend in order to begin their
training. After undergoing the foundations
portion of training that all Student Life
partakes in, Burns helps the team learn the
specific skills for the job they will have to
implement during Getting Started weekend.
Burns said Getting Started weekend
functions as one of the first hands-on learning experiences for the Ops Team with the
team helping with setup as well as audio for
the first weekend that students are allowed
on campus. Burns said the team is always
fortunate enough to have at least one or
two returning students to help to pass along
knowledge and help figure out exactly how
everything will work out for a given year.
Kaleb Irey, a junior math major on the

Ops Team, says his favorite thing about his
position is being able to see all the of the reactions of people when they see what’s been
done.
“I’m a tour guide as well, and just the
other day my partner was able to explain to
some students about Campus Christmas,”
Irey said. “I got to see without bragging how
people like the work we do, and that’s something I really enjoy.”
Irey also says the job has taught him time
management. Sometimes, because of the nature of the job, something might need to get
set up earlier than expected, or someone else
is needed in order to efficiently solve a problem. This means that the students need to be
able to look ahead so that they can complete
all of their tasks even if issues come up.
Because of Burns’ love for attention to
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detail, Irey said he’s also learned to make
sure to check his work twice so that everything turns out well. Whether putting away
wires or setting up the angle of a light, Irey
said things need to look perfect.
“Brian has taught us to be able to step
back from anything that we’ve done and be
able to smile at it,” Irey said. “He always
wants us to do what it takes in order to make
things look great, not just good.”
Burns said one of the biggest things is
he never wants Ops to seem like the hired
hands. He wants the student body to understand how crucial the Ops team is to the rest
of Student Life.
“If we didn’t have the Ops Team, we literally wouldn’t have any events on campus,”
Burns said. “There’s no way anything would
be set up by each individual group hosting
an event, and Ops is the solution.”
Burns said, in a lot of ways, the Ops
Team makes the experience portion of Campus Experience possible. He said it’s important to understand that for every student
event on campus, there are dozens of hours
put in before and after the event in order to
make things work out.
Eddie Hurtell is a sophomore biblical
studies major who serves on the Ops Team.
He said one of the coolest parts of Ops is
how close they become as a team. The Ops
Team works closely with Dan MacDougall,
the assistant director of Student Life Programs, as well as with Burns, and they get to
experience more with and learn more about
those two men than many of the rest of the
student body.
MacDougall said that he has appreciated working with such a committed team.
He described Ops as the “backbone” of the
Student Life Programs.
“Whether it be a student activity or a
guest event setup, the Ops Team is there
ready to help,” MacDougall said. “There are
always students from Ops willing to put in
hours late at night or early in the morning
to make things work out.”
Zach Krauss is a junior pharmacy/music
double major from central Texas and campus reporter for Cedars. He loves music,
theatre, biology, community, and meeting
new people.
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Hearth Away From Home
Local inn welcomes visitors with Victorian era hospitality

The Hearthstone Inn, which has served Cedarville for over 16 years, was decorated with lights and wreaths for the Christmas season.

by Gabriel Chester

J

ust over half a mile from Cedarville University, at 10
South Main Street, sits a homey and welcoming hotel.
Once called a “visual masterpiece” by the Cincinnati
Enquirer, the Hearthstone Inn and Suites, owned and operated by Stuart and Ruth Zaharek, functions as an independent country inn.
For over 16 years, the inn has been serving parents
of Cedarville students, alumni, members of the Cedarville
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University Board of Trustees, chapel speakers, honeymooners, cyclists, students themselves and countless more.
Upon entering, one encounters a rich aroma of comforting smells that seem to enhance the Victorian Age
nostalgia that defines the lobby. The lobby, situated in the
northwest corner of the inn, embodies late 19th century décor. and features late 18th century historic Civil War displays and tributes to Abraham Lincoln who passed through
town in 1861. Enormous beams of Red Oak, hand-hewn in
1885, overshadow the kitchen area of the lobby, which is re-
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served for guest’s free continental breakfast each morning.
When recounting the history of the old barn beams,
which began growing as trees around 1625, Stuart said, “We
took one look at them and said, ‘they belong at Hearthstone.’”
To display their love for the mountains, Stuart and
Ruth installed a 20-foot high river rock-faced chimney
above the fireplace. A fresh and artfully decorated Christmas tree adorns the foyer during the holiday season to be
enjoyed by many.
The professionally hand-painted murals, and the gift
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shop full of unique items inspired by the likes of Thomas
Kinkade, ensure that, as Stuart puts it, the Hearthstone is “a
type of facility that cannot be duplicated.”
The Zahareks opened the Hearthstone Inn in 2001, one
week after the 9/11 terrorist attacks.
“It was not the ideal time to open up a hotel, but we did
and we’ve been here ever since,” Stuart said.
The Zahareks conducted market research and concluded
that a successful hotel was feasible in Cedarville, especially if
the hotel had a market outside of Cedarville University.
Carol Stewart has been a housekeeper at the inn for 11
years. Having lived in Cedarville since she was 5 years old,
she said she never wanted a hotel to open in Cedarville, fearing it might attract a lot of out-of-town visitors who might
alter the feeling of the town. Her mind completely changed.
“I love the atmosphere,” she said. “I love the people —
we have wonderful people staying here, and a lot of them
are connected to the university.”
The 20-room inn employs eight part-time employees.
Reservations can be made for three room types: a single
king, a double queen and a Jacuzzi king suite, featuring a
separate king bedroom and living room, an electric fireplace, a 55-inch on-the-wall entertainment center, DirecTV
in HD and much more.
All of the Cedarville University chapel speakers stay
with Hearthstone Inn and Suites per accommodation dictated by university administration. The Jacuzzi king suites
are the inn’s most popular room type being booked primarily by the aforementioned chapel speakers and an array of
honeymooning couples.
“Our major market outreach has to do with Cedarville
University, being half to two-thirds of our clientele,” Stuart
said.
Another large percentage of the Hearthstone’s clientele, according to Stuart, comes from the Little Miami Bike
Trail and Ohio-to-Erie Bike Trail, both of which run through
Cincinnati and Columbus.
The inn is located roughly halfway in-between these
major cities, making the inn an excellent resting spot for
avid cyclists who often struggle to find a hotel so close to
the bike path. Last summer, in an effort to accommodate
large biking groups, the inn constructed a new side patio
where the cyclists can gather and relax, which is similar to
the atmosphere of a European hostel. These groups at times
occupy as many as eight to 10 rooms. Guests can rent single
or tandem bicycles during the summer months.
In addition to being a tourist attraction, the inn is highly involved in the local community.
Stuart and some of his family are involved in the Labor
Day Parade dressed as Civil War soldiers each year. Stuart is
a federal Civil War re-enactor as well as a Civil War history
buff.
“That history and that part of history is really part and
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The lobby of Hearthstone Inn and Suites is warm and inviting even when it isn’t filled with Christmas cheer over the holidays.
parcel of who I am,” Stuart said. This may contribute to the
historic feel of the Inn and the Civil War-era decorations
that adorn the walls.
Stuart said that, as a hotel, community involvement
can be challenging but the Hearthstone actively seizes opportunities that arise. This past year the Hearthstone distributed 35 dozen Krispy Kreme donuts at Little Town of
Lights in downtown Cedarville.
Reviews of the inn are positive and the Hearthstone
has received many accolades, including a TripAdvisor Certificate of Excellence. Customers rave about the the atmosphere. Terry W. said in a Google review, “Surprisingly the
little touches made you feel that your stay was important to
the owners.” Jeremiah Clarkson, another reviewer, said, “I
have been coming here every year right after Christmas for
the past 6 years, and I hope to continue to do so for many
more years.”
Customers also remark on the inn’s outstanding level
of cleanliness. Stuart mentioned that tidiness is a major
concern to the hotel.
“Most franchises have house keepers that take, on average, 23 minutes to clean rooms,” he said. “Our housekeepers here spend 40 minutes to an hour to clean a room.”
Stuart doesn’t see the inn going in any different direc-

tions in the future but foresees renovations within five to
10 years.
Due to their preference for a late 19th century feel,
Stuart says, “You will not find a lot of flashing screens and
modernist type stuff coming in; we will modernize only as
culture necessitates their expectations, consequently you
find free Wi-Fi here.”
The small size of the inn has allowed the owners to implement upgrades and cost-effective methods that many
larger franchises can’t. It has also allowed them to maintain
their decorative and enriching atmosphere.
Stuart said he is convinced that a great many of the
students at Cedarville University are unaware of the town
that exists beyond the traffic light leading out of town and
encourages them to stop by and look at the gift shop.
The inn does not seem to be going anywhere soon, given its positive reviews.
“Well, 16 years later and we’re still here,” Stuart said.
“God owns Hearthstone Inn and Suites. We just write the
checks.”
Gabe Chester is a junior global business and marketing
major and off-campus reporter for Cedars. He loves music,
sports, school and God.
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Analysis: Gun Violence in the United States
Is it getting worse, or are we just paying more attention?
by Breanna Beers and
Alexandria Hentschel

L

as Vegas, Sutherland Springs, Orlando: these cities have come to represent not just locations, but tragedies
that have torn apart both individual lives
and the nation as a whole.
The United States is home to more
mass shootings than any other nation by
a wide margin. According to a study published by Dr. Adam Lankford of the University of Alabama, the United States has had
90 mass shootings from 1966 to 2012; no
other country has had more than 18.
Adjusted for population, the disparity
remains, and the reason seems clear: there
are simply more guns in circulation among
the United States population. The United
States has almost 90 guns for every 100 citizens; most other countries have 30 or less.
The rate of mass shootings does not correlate with homicide rates, which indicate
the overall level of violence in a country,
or suicide rates, which can signal levels of
mental health.
History and law professor Dr. Marc
Clauson explained that while most other
countries assert that citizens must proactively earn the right to gun ownership, the
founders of the United States began with
the opposite assumption: that the right to
bear arms is inherent, to be taken away only
if a person has proven themselves incapable
of managing it responsibly.
“People in Europe don’t even care
about owning guns,” Clauson said.
“They’ve not grown up with the sense that
they want their guns for anything. When
guns began to be made in greater numbers, right away there were restrictions
placed. Over here, when we enacted the
Constitution, we immediately put in the
Second Amendment because of the culture that already existed.”
According to Clauson, the culture that
led the founders to write gun ownership
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into the Constitution was one that strongly
valued individualism and freedom. As they
were shaping a country that was created
from an uprising against an overbearing
empire, the founding fathers wanted to ensure that such tyranny could not return in
the future.
“We didn’t want the kinds of restrictions that were easily accepted in Europe,”
Clauson said. “We’ve always used guns for
self-defense or for hunting or for militias or
things like that.”
However, the world has learned all
too well that when dangerous tools end up
in the wrong hands, tragedy ensues. Don
Parvin of Campus Safety and Security spoke
about the role of mental health in incidents
of mass violence. Specifically, he mentioned
the lone wolf mentality, which describes a
person who tends to isolate himself or herself from others, physically, emotionally,
and mentally.
“A lot of what goes on is based on mental health issues and the fact that there’s
something not quite right,” Parvin said.
“The lone wolf mentality is an indoctrinated state of mind, where they’ve exposed
themselves to whatever this doctrine might
be, whatever this thought process might be,
whatever this belief system might be, that
they have to do this.”
Lone wolf perpetrators are dangerous because they are closed off from the
shared moral values and rational thought
that other members of society possess. Yet
according to Parvin, our nation already
has laws in place to prevent those types of
people from accessing weapons; it’s just a
question of how effectively those laws are
enforced.
“If we put as much effort into enforcing the laws that exist as we do in trying to
create new laws, we’d actually be further
ahead,” Parvin said. “We have plenty of laws
in place. Every time I buy a gun, I have to
go through an incredible background check.
It’s four pages long, and it takes a good half-

hour to 40 minutes to go through that background check.”
In many cases, people with close relationships to the perpetrators of mass
shootings are aware of mental health issues.
However, that information is often not communicated to the agencies in charge of regulating gun ownership.
Yet, even if it were, guns can often be
accessed through other means, whether by
borrowing, stealing, or purchasing them
privately. As time goes on, the country has
grown increasingly divided over the issue of
gun control, especially as events such as the
recent mass shooting in Las Vegas dominate
the headlines.
“Immediately, people are saying, ‘Well,
what should we do?’” Clauson said. “We
restrict guns or we don’t restrict guns. It
comes into the conversation almost immediately.”
If sensationalized language, divisive
statements, or emotional tension can lead
readers to read, share, or spread a story,
news outlets that use those tactics are the
ones that will succeed.
“They will try to push the story and
keep it alive as long as they can,” Clauson
explained. “There’s even a tendency to use
language in the stories that’s overly emotionalized.”
However, Parvin has concerns about
media analysis of mass shootings beyond
mere interest in the quality of news coverage. He fears that heightened media focus
on acts of mass violence may unintentionally perpetuate criminal behavior.
“The media always talks about the person,” Parvin explained. “They talked about
the guy in Las Vegas, they talked about
the guy in Sutherland Springs, they keep
talking about the guys. And so what happens is people think, ‘I can make a name
for myself, I can become famous. If I do
something like this, I’ll get that same notoriety.’ That’s often what happens with the
copycat effect.”

Infographic by Tasha Peterson
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According to Parvin, security professionals often speak differently about violent
acts.
“You’ll notice that I have never mentioned the perpetrators’ names, because a
lot of it is seeking notoriety,” Parvin said.
“We’ll talk about the incident, we’ll talk
about where the incident occurred, but
we don’t talk about who perpetrated it because they don’t deserve the recognition.”
However, the media often ignores
these risks because of the intensity of readers’ questions. Who would do this? Why?
How did it come about? Not only is the
general public stunned and curious, perhaps morbidly fascinated, but the answers
to these questions can provide closure to
the families of victims. This focused study
of individuals, however, can accidentally
memorialize them in the minds of people
with narcissistic tendencies.
The changes in technology not only
increase awareness of mass shootings
— perhaps unintentionally incentivizing
similar acts — but may also make it easier to carry out mass violence. Parvin described how the increasing availability of
all types of information on the internet,
while it has many benefits, also leads to
greater risks.
“You can get a couple guys that can go
online and find out how to make a bomb
out of a pressure cooker, stick it in a bag,
and injure and kill hundreds of people at
the Boston Marathon,” Parvin said. “It’s not
necessarily the individual; it comes back to
[the technology]. Where do you draw the
line between your First Amendment rights
and the fact that I can go to a website and
find out anything, find out how to build a
bomb?”
While mass shootings have not become
significantly more frequent in the last few
decades, a study published by Baylor University criminology professor Dr. Grant
Duwe found that they have affected a greater number of total victims. In fact, two of
the three deadliest mass shootings ever in
the United States occurred in the last two
years, in Orlando and Las Vegas. This, too,
can be attributed to changing technology, as
powerful guns are becoming more readily
accessible.
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“It’s the depravity of man, and it’s by the
grace of God that we’re not as bad as we
could be.”
Don Parvin
Cedarville Campus Safety

Parvin emphasized that while changing
weapons and information technology may
make it easier for certain types of violence
to occur, the real issue has less to do with
these developments, and more to do with
the human heart.
“It’s the depravity of man, and it’s by
the grace of God that we’re not as bad as we
could be,” Parvin said.
Once an incident of gun violence occurs, the conversation turns to prevention
— in part due to media sensationalization,
in part due to political motivation, and in
largest part due to a desire to avoid such an
event ever occurring again.
The immediate conversation is one
about gun control. Campaigns for stricter
gun control typically circulate the moment
after a mass shooting, while the National
Rifle Association works overtime to say the
issue is with people, not guns. Repealing
the Second Amendment entirely is often
discussed as a solution. The question, of
course, is whether or not these stricter gun
control laws are actually effective — and if
they are, whether partisanship can be overcome to implement them.
Parvin believes the answer does not lie
with stricter gun control.
“One of the greatest statements I ever
heard was actually a parent from Sandy
Hook who spoke before Congress and his
ending statement was, ‘You can pass all
the laws you want, because it’s not a legal
issue, it’s a heart issue, and until you solve
the problem with the heart, the laws don’t
matter,’” he said.
One piece of legislation being discussed at the moment is House Resolution
38, passed on December 6, which deals
with national reciprocity. The legislation

would require states that issue right-tocarry permits to recognize the right-tocarry permits of all other states. Parvin
believes that this will increase communication between states for gun permits, which
will overall prevent the illegal acquisition
of firearms.
“The question is not, ‘Do we need more
laws to control who has the guns?’ What we
need is some open lines of communication
so that people who know, who have these
concerns, can communicate that effectively, so that it joins the background check
system,” he said. “Part of national reciprocity has to be that open line of communication.”
Clauson argues that the Reciprocity
Act may increase the ability of individuals
to obtain firearms, because it could open
up the possibility of firearms crossing easily over state borders. He sees this as having
the potential to both increase protection
from gun violence and to increase gun violence.
“There are going to be more firearms
circulating in the United States,” he said.
“One side argues that that creates the conditions for more unlawful killings, mass
shootings or just individual shootings.
Another side argues that that also opens
up the door for more private citizens who
want to defend themselves or their families to carry weapons, and therefore they
could be a check on those kinds of people
who want to kill other people. I really can’t
say which of those two is going to outweigh
the other at this point, since we don’t have
reciprocity yet, and we don’t have enough
numbers to really measure those two kinds
of things.”
A solution that is not legislative is in-
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creased education and awareness of mental health issues, which both Clauson and
Parvin believe is the most effective way of
combating gun violence in a world where
the issue is the depravity of man, not the
lack of laws. Parvin argued that mental
health reporting and mental health education is essential to gun violence prevention.
“Sutherland Springs is a good example,” he said. “The Air Force knew of mental
problems, they knew of instability, and they
didn’t report it.”
One effect of media sensationalization of these events is how routine they
have become —
 we rarely react to mass
shootings on a personal level. Gun violence became a highly personal issue for
Cedarville student Leah Cole on Jan. 20,
2017, when her brother Logan was severely injured in a school shooting at West
Liberty-Salem High School in West Liberty, Ohio.
As Leah was leaving a class, her mom
called her to tell her that it was her brother,
Logan, who had been shot. She and her boyfriend drove home immediately.
Logan was shot twice by fellow student
Ely Serna but survived. Logan was able to
talk to Serna and offer him forgiveness,
even saying that Serna should not commit
suicide.
“Logan did talk to the student, saying,
‘You don’t have to hurt anyone, no one’s
died, you don’t have to hurt yourself,’ and
that’s basically what they discussed when
the principal and the vice principal came
in,” she said. “I think Logan very much
attributes this to being a God-thing, even
having the clarity to say that when he was
not in the right mind to be talking necessarily.”
Leah expressed how grateful she was
that Logan was able to pull through, and
how inspired she was by his courage in the
moment.
“Just one little thing changing and
it would have been a completely different day,” she said. “The shot on his back
was a 1/16th of an inch from his spine
and 1/16th of an inch from his heart, and
that was mid-spin. It taught me to real-
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ly respect life, and realize things change
literally in an instant. There will still be
times when I drive by the school and I
think, ‘I’m really blessed to not have to
have gone to my brother’s funeral when
he was 17.’”
Though the incident was heart-rending
for the Cole family, Leah expressed how encouraging it was to see her community come
together after the event.

humanity and the best of humanity is displayed in incidents of gun violence.
Leah described how what happened
to her brother changed her perspective on
gun violence. Though she does not believe
in stricter gun control — believing that the
issue is with the people, not the guns —
she has a unique heart for the situation
now.
“It’s made me much more sensitive

“We live in such a broken world, and
God gives us goodness, which we’re
undeserving of, but He even turns
badness into goodness, which we’re extra
undeserving of.”
Leah Cole
Cedarville Student
“The way that people responded was
absolutely incredible. They held a prayer
vigil, and I think four or five hundred people showed up to our small church that
holds maybe 50 or 60 people. That was
really encouraging to see. I remember our
freezers and fridges, there was no room
from how much food people were bringing.
And Logan’s hospital room was really filled
to the brim with gift baskets and generous
things.”
Perhaps the hope in stories of gun
violence are the stories of communities
coming together. After the mass shooting
in Las Vegas in 2017, hundreds gathered
on Las Vegas Boulevard to pray and hold
a candlelight vigil. Hundreds of citizens
flocked to local hospitals to donate blood
for the victims in intensive care. Across
the world after the Orlando shooting,
thousands of Facebook users changed
their profile pictures to say “We Are Orlando” in solidarity.
Tragedy has a unique way of bringing communities together. The worst of

to other mass shootings. We live in such a
broken world, and God gives us goodness,
which we’re undeserving of, but He even
turns badness into goodness, which we’re
extra undeserving of. He didn’t have to let
this situation turn out as well as it did, and
He would’ve still been good. He chose to
spare Logan in this scenario, but not only
spare him but counted him worthy of using him, and counted our family worthy of
using us, in whatever way that He has been
able to. It’s really awesome.”
Breanna Beers is a freshman Molecular
Biology and Journalism double major and
an off-campus news writer for Cedars.
She loves exercising curiosity, hiking new
trails, and quoting The Princess Bride
whether it’s relevant or not.
Alexandria Hentschel is a sophomore International Studies and Spanish double
major and the Off-Campus news editor for
Cedars. She enjoys old books, strong coffee,
and honest debate.
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Emily Sulka: No Mercy, No Malice
by Katie Milligan

A

fter three years of feeling out-of-place in her music
major, Emily Sulka finally found her calling within
the world of music in one of the world’s most diverse music hotspots: Nashville, Tennessee.
Sulka, a senior, spent her fall semester in Nashville for
a unique study opportunity with the Contemporary Music
Center (CMC).
Sulka has spent her three years at Cedarville searching for a major in which she feels most comfortable. She
switched three times before settling on open music studies,
where her focus centers around the flute. Other talents of
Sulka’s include singing and playing the piccolo, as well as
dabbling in guitar and ukulele.
Ironically, Sulka discovered the Nashville program
while contemplating switching her major a fourth time. After applying in February, she was accepted in March and
traveled to Nashville in August for the start of the semester.
The CMC hosts a program comprised of three tracks:
technology, business, and artist. Sulka was accepted as an
artist and was one of 30 students who participated in the
14-week semester.
“Essentially, it’s a semester of learning the ins and outs
of the music industry,” she said.
During the program, students watched and discussed
movies about the music industry, wrote and critiqued their
own original music, and performed once a week. The CMC’s
director, Warren Pettit, worked with students to review
their taped performances. Throughout the week, CMC also
brought in active professionals to help their students get
connected in the music industry for the future.
After 10 weeks of performances, the students went
through two weeks of prep for the end-of-the-semester
tour, which covers five colleges in five days. The tour traveled through Ohio and Pennsylvania, visiting colleges such
as Mount Vernon Nazarene, Grove City and Messiah. The
show consisted of the 13 artists performing one song each,
combining to form a cohesive 60-minute concert, complete with full production lighting, sound, and LED video
walls.
Though Sulka was slightly nervous for her first tour
performance, she soon began to feel comfortable on stage.
“I felt in my element,” Sulka said. “I like being able to
express what I want to say in my own way and connect it
with people.”
Sulka said she also deeply valued the genuine support
she received from her instructors. Their slogan, “No Mercy
No Malice,” meant that they would be brutally honest with
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Emily Sulka found the confidence to perform music while studying abroad in Nashville with the Contemporary Music Center.
the students without any intended offense.
“I was given the chance to do my thing and they’d support me in whatever I choose to do,” Sulka said.
Pettit had an especially meaningful impact on Sulka.
She said he set an example in Christian conduct, how to respectfully treat others, and how to integrate faith into music.
“Warren says that all music is Christian music,” Sulka said. “Because anything you write shows what you think
about the world.”
Sulka said she underwent tremendous personal growth
while in Nashville. Gaining valuable insight for her career, feeling support from the CMC instructors, and fostering the confidence to perform are all notable benefits of her experience.
Alathea DiGrandi, a Cedarville first year pharmacy
graduate student, was able to attend the tour performance
on Nov. 13 at Mount Vernon Nazarene. As a close friend of
Sulka’s, DiGrandi immediately noticed a change in Sulka after watching her perform one of her original songs.
“She can be very quiet and introverted, but when she’s
performing she has a very good stage presence,” DiGrandi
said. “Freshman year, performance was the furthest thing
from her mind, so for her to be on stage is completely a
switch. She’s absolutely much more confident.”
Sulka feels that this semester abroad has been a turning
point in her life. The decision to go was simple and self-mo-

tivated, and she learned many practical skills she will use in
the future, both in music and in life.
“It was a place that was safe to fail, but it was a place
that was safe to try things. I got a huge confidence boost,
and I feel that I can be more straightforward with people,
which are both huge things for me,” Sulka said.
Going forward, Sulka plans to become proficient in
recording software and to teach herself more instruments
in her last semester at Cedarville. To anyone considering
studying away from Cedarville, particularly in Nashville,
Sulka says emphatically, “Do it, do it, do it! It’s just such
a good experience for someone to skyrocket their musical
ability, as well as their personal growth.”
Sulka was positively impacted in innumerable ways by
her experience. She built countless personal relationships
with the students, staff and professionals and even intends
to move back to Nashville in the near future. She maintains
close contact with many of her peers, and plans to collaborate with them upon returning to Nashville.
“It was the next steps I needed for my own personal
growth,” she said. “Especially just believing that I can do
things and do awesome with them.”
Katie Milligan is a freshman English major. She enjoys
taking Polaroid photos, eating pasta, and watching Disney movies.
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The Tattoo Project
Cedarville students share the stories behind their tattoos
by Naomi Harward

F

rom my experience, most people have some reason or other for getting tattoos. Sometimes it’s purely artistic expression. Sometimes it’s simply to rebel. But, more often than not,
the designs people get permanently “branded” onto their bodies have something to do with some aspect of their life. They tell a story.
As a project for one of my classes this semester, I spent about month chatting with some students here on campus. All of them come from different walks of life. Each of them
had their own reason for getting tattoos and their own views on getting tattoos.
My mind was blown by some of the stories I had heard, and I was intrigued by all of the various backgrounds these people came from. The more people I met, the more excited about
the project I became.
And the more excited I was to share those stories with you.
So here is “The Tattoo Project:” a compilation of stories shared from various students whose lives share (at least) one common theme. Tattoos.

Gabe: “Reve[a]l”
The ‘a’ is in brackets, because, if you take out the ‘a,’ the rest of the letters spell “revel.” To revel is to dwell on something. Surround
yourself with it. That’s the goal of our lives — to dwell on the things of our faith. Whether it be that personal time with the Lord in the
morning, or just the Gospel and it’s faithfulness. And then to reveal that to other people. So, to revel — and then — to reveal.
Every summer at camp, I’ve been in the mountains in some capacity. At the end of every summer I would commemorate it by climbing
a mountain. As you look out over an expanse like that, it’s kind of like looking out over all of the things that happened that summer. I got
to look back and see that God was faithful, and that he did a lot of things. And that’s something I was grateful for.
Why a tattoo? This is a very artistic way to make a memory of all these things that I don’t want to forget. I didn’t want to hang
something up in my room. I’m a very sentimental person, but this is something that’s kind of low-maintenance, and it’s always a part of
me like the experience was.
Should tattoos always have a meaning? I’ve encountered many different people, through being a volunteer chaplain in the
jails, and working with addicted populations now in my internship. And at that camp this summer — it’s a missions camp, so we interact
with a lot of very broken people. And I just see all the tattoos. Most of them have had very little thought going into them.
If I’m going to get a tattoo, it has to be purposeful, so I can look back on it and remember something. For other people, if they’re willing
to put that on their bodies for a long time, I think that’s up to them. But my personal philosophy is that it has to have a meaning.
Gabe Cyrus is a senior social work major at Cedarville University.

Keegan: “Mt. Fuji”
It’s something I’ve been wanting for almost seven years. I came up with the design idea when I was in Okinawa, Japan, after I had
climbed Mt. Fuji. It was one of the biggest events of my life. There is so much beauty in Japan, in their art.
But also just the beauty of Mt. Fuji itself. You look at nature, and how God has worked everything, and Mt. Fuji is one of those things
that you look at it and you’re like, “Wow … ”
I requested to be stationed in Japan [with the Marines]. I had wanted to go to Japan since I was a teenager, when my friend introduced
me to anime. I loved the element of culture that I saw. I wanted to experience it for myself; I thought it would be fun, and it was. I would
go back in a heartbeat. I would live there.
Should all tattoos have a deep meaning? I don’t know that I would go so far as to say you have to have some very deep meaning
behind a tattoo that you get. Though, I think when you have something that you’re going to put on your body permanently, then it should
be more than just “I think this looks nice.” Definitely having a deeper meaning behind getting it will allow you to be more firm in your
decision that this is what you want.
But as far as ethically or morally, I don’t think it’s wrong to get a tattoo for artistic reasons. I think every tattoo has some kind of artistic
value to it. My tattoo has a lot of deep meaning to me, but it’s also artistic.
Keegan D’Alfonso is a junior journalism major at Cedarville University. He also served five years in the Marines before attending CU.
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Samie: “Lyonhearted”

Jason was diagnosed [with cancer] the summer before our senior year of high school. He was 17. It was four months.
The whole time, he was very focused on evangelizing and bringing people closer through it, glorifying God through his weakness.
Living “lyonhearted” is what we called it, because Jason’s last name was Lyon.
I got my tattoo two years ago this November. Jason passed away from DIPG brain cancer. My family and his family all kind of grew up
together, so I got [the tattoo] to kind of share the Gospel through his story, and also to commemorate his legacy.
It’s a reminder to me to make every day the most that you can, because you really don’t know when it will be your last.
What is your view of tattoos? I am for tattoos with meaning. It’s such a cool way to share your story. And I know through it you
can share the Gospel and joy.
I’m from San Diego. And seeing [Jason’s story] come over here [to Ohio], and being able to share his story with people in Ohio is really
cool. And his older sister goes to school in Alabama, and so it’s just been really cool to see it spread.
Samie Scanlan is a sophomore early education major at Cedarville University.

Nick: “A record vinyl ... a vinyl record”
A lot of the tattoos I want to get are involved in music. I wanted to do music [at Cedarville], but I don’t read music at all — I do everything by ear. And that doesn’t help when you’re graded on how you read music.
I have two “basic” [tattoos] that I got at the same time. A piano and a record vinyl. I used to play piano with my grandma; she had this
big grand piano and we’d play all the time. When she passed away, I wanted to get [something].
My dad’s a DJ, so I grew up on vinyl. I liked it so much that I got a tattoo of it. I didn’t want any specific vinyl or anything. Chicago was
the vinyl sitting in the player, so I took a picture of it and sent it to my artist.
My high school was against tattoos completely. And as soon as we all graduated, we all got tattoos.
Some people are like “It stops you from getting jobs.” But it depends on your work situation. Like, I’m not in a field that hates tattoos.
I mean, I’m behind a camera. I have so many friends that have tattoos, and they all have jobs, so it’s not really a job [deterrent].
I waited five years before I got these ones. And at the end of five years, it turned out I still wanted it. Personally, I think that if you
honestly love the tattoo, I’m totally for [it].
Nicholas Willet is a freshman broadcasting and digital media major at Cedarville University.
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From oil changes to brake jobs we have proudly
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years.
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Tasha: “Fairy tale”
“She lives in a fairy tale somewhere too far for us to find.” That’s the opening lyrics to my favorite song: “Brick By Boring Brick” by Paramore.
Part of the lyrics to the song are “Go get your shovel and we’ll dig a deep hole to bury the castle,” kind of like putting away childish
memories. You’re growing up now and you have to deal with life.
But I still try to hold onto that imagination and happiness. When I was a kid, I drew castles a lot. And I always thought it was cool to get
a castle tattoo. I have this fantasy land in my head, and castles are a big part.
What’s your stance on tattoos? I have 12 tattoos total. Six professionally done and six stick-and-poke. Obviously I don’t have any
problem with tattoos. Most of the ones I have now have some sort of meaning to them. But, like the little bees [on my leg]: I’m allergic to
bees, so I thought it would be kind of funny to have bees on me all the time. (I named them Bob-Bee, and Beenson. They’re my new little
buddies.) I can kind of contribute meaning, but mostly they’re just cute.
When I was younger, I always thought that tattoos should have deep meaning. But as I’ve gotten older, it’s like, if you think something’s pretty, and you think it’s pretty enough to put on your body for the rest of your life, then I think you should be able to do that. As
long as they’re not offensive to other people. If it would be offensive on a T-shirt, don’t do it. Otherwise, artistic license. It’s fantastic.
Do you think you’ll ever regret having so many tattoos? I really don’t think I’ll ever regret them, just because of how into
them I am. Maybe there will be one, eventually, that I totally regret getting, but I think I’m a sane enough person to think about it enough
beforehand to not regret it. Which I think is important.
And if I do end up regretting them, then oh well. It was my bad, 20 years ago.
Tasha Peterson is a junior visual communications design major at Cedarville University.

James: “Geek”. “Nerd”. [Greek].

The first tattoo I got was the tetelestai one, with a semicolon. Me, Tasha, and some other friends were going to get our first tattoos. It
was a week after I turned 18. [Tasha] was getting a semicolon. I wanted to get tetelestai (Greek for “it is finished”), and then I realized that
the semicolon works here. Like, “It is finished” and because of that, we can continue on.
The second one was the start of my favorite passage in the Bible, Philippians 1:21. “For to me to live is Christ, and to die is gain.”
The stick-and-poke came from Tasha. I gave her the Deathly Hallows, and she gave me this. It’s the Invader Zim irken symbol. It was
just a fun little thing.
For Friday the 13th, [Tasha and I] decided to go to a shop that was having a deal on $31 tattoos. You threw a dart at a dart board. I was
trying to get the Schrodinger box. And after, like, seven throws, I got it. I’ve been obsessed with physics for a long time, and Schrodinger’s
cat is part of the whole physics thing.
Why Greek? “Tetelestai” was what Jesus said on the cross, so it would make sense that it’s in Greek. And this is the direct Greek of the
passage in Philippians as well.
I didn’t want to get it in English, because I think you lose something when you get to English, anyway. It felt like it was more authentic
to have the original.
What’s your view on getting tattoos? I think that tattoos sort of tell a story of your life.
My brother’s an atheist, and he asked me why I got them. “What if someday you reject Christianity?”
First off, that’s not how that works. And second, even if that was a thing that could happen, then it’s still a story of a portion of my life
that shaped me in some way, no matter what happens.
So my view is, if it has some vague meaning to you, or if it’s not stupid and it’s something from a part of your life, it’s fine. Like, this
[irken] was my favorite show growing up, and that’s not going to change. It may not be now, but it was back then.
James Osborne is a junior computer science major at Cedarville University.

All photos by Naomi Harward
These stories have been edited for space.
For the unabridged versions and more stories, visit Naomi Harward’s blog at https://naomiharward.wordpress.com/category/the-tattoo-project/
Naomi Harward is a senior journalism major and the former photography editor for Cedars. She is an avid photographer who loves writing, the outdoors and people-watching.
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TenHove Does Double Duty With Yellow Jackets
by Tim Miller

T

here are nearly eight million athletes
competing in high school sports in
the United States. Of that number,
fewer than one percent get the opportunity
to compete at the next level in the NCAA.
The odds are slight that a devoted
teen gets the chance to play in the NCAA,
but Conner TenHove cares not about these
numbers.
TenHove, a 6-foot-7 freshman from
Valparaiso, Indiana, is enjoying a productive season with the Cedarville University
men’s basketball team. The forward averaged 10.6 points per game and started
12 games through the Yellow Jackets’ first
14 and dropped a cool 30 points against
Malone on Jan. 2.
What’s more, when TenHove’s freshman campaign with the basketball team
concludes, he’ll lace up his cleats to pitch
for the Cedarville baseball squad. TenHove
earned a varsity spot with the Yellow Jacket
baseball team after playing just three years
in high school.
“I started with basketball,” TenHove
said. “But baseball was always a close second. Most of my sports memories are with
basketball because I spent more time with
that and I didn’t get serious with baseball
until later on.”
TenHove grew up as a budding basketball player in a state that has a strong basketball pedigree. He said he’d always taken
basketball more seriously and that it was his
strongest sport. His ability on the hardwood
prompted two Division I schools to offer
TenHove a scholarship.
“I didn’t want to pick Division I just
because it was Division I,” TenHove said. “I
wanted to make the right choice for me.”
As his recruitment progressed, TenHove and his parents understood that although he had potential to become a solid
collegiate pitcher, the chances of playing in
the NCAA had dwindled.
“A lot of schools knew I had the potential to play baseball but offered a walk-on to
see how I’d progress,” TenHove said.
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Photo by Lydia Wolterman
Conner TenHove has given the men’s basketball team a much-needed boost this season.
That was until TenHove’s father contacted Cedarville’s head basketball coach,
Patrick Estepp.
“Honestly, we learned about Conner late
through his dad emailing us,” Estepp said.
“He had two Division I scholarship offers
but wanted a Christian school and wanted a
chance to play both baseball and basketball.”
Once TenHove mentioned to Estepp
that he had interest in playing both basketball and baseball, Estepp gave TenHove direction on how to make it happen at Cedarville, and TenHove chose Cedarville as his

home to be a two-sport collegiate athlete.
“I liked that Cedarville was close
enough to home, and it just worked out
where I could impact the program and play
a lot from the beginning,” TenHove said.
“I love the coaches, and it’s a Christian
school, and a good academic school.”
The grind of competing in one sport on
the college level can be grueling enough, but
with TenHove playing a second, he knows
there’s a heightened risk of injury. However, Estepp said he sees benefits to TenHove
putting in work with baseball workouts.

“There’s always an increased risk because I’m playing multiple sports,” TenHove said. “Both coaches have been really
understanding because I need a little more
rest with playing two sports.”
Juggling the time commitments of
school and sports hasn’t been too much of a
struggle according to TenHove. He said the
hardest part of the year is the fall. During
that period, TenHove gets prepped for the
basketball season while working with the
baseball team for fall league.
Even though he claims he’s better at basketball and has enjoyed it more than baseball
throughout his childhood, TenHove said he
can’t choose which is his favorite.
“I think I’m still better at basketball,
but I think I have a higher ceiling with baseball,” TenHove said. “It depends on the season. When I’m on the court and enjoying
basketball, I think it’s my favorite. But when
I’m out on the field and it’s a beautiful day, I
think baseball is my favorite.”
TenHove is on track to be a staple for
Cedarville’s basketball team over the next
four years, as he’s already provided an offensive presence for the Yellow Jackets in
the low post, a place where Cedarville has
been thirsting for production. TenHove
continues to show promise from the midrange and was a season-best 2-for-4 from
behind the three-point arc in his career
game against Malone.
On the diamond, TenHove hasn’t had a
chance to see action, but hurled a one-hitter
against a back-to-back state champion in
high school.
Although he’s early on his journey,
TenHove said he’s happy at Cedarville.
“I’m really glad I picked Cedarville and
I’ve really enjoyed it here,” TenHove said.
“I’m excited to see where it takes me from
here.”
Tim Miller is a sophomore marketing major and sports editor for Cedars. He enjoys
having a baby face, sipping Dunkin Donuts
coffee and striving to be the optimal combination of Dwight Schrute and Ron Swanson.
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Missions Conference 2018

Photos by Emily Sulka

Dr. Tony Merida speaks at the final night session of the Missions Conference at Cedarville University.

A student talks to a representative from SIM, an organization
that sends missionaries to many different countries.

A student speaks with representatives from SonSet Solutions.

Students talk to representatives from Word of Life International Ministries.

